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I start with a bit of an apology/explanation concerning
the last edition of Cycle Chat. On publication date, the
printers were still shut down, so we published on line
only. But within days, lockdown eased sufficiently for
them to be able to print, but for technical reasons, in
black & white only. So we opted to send out the edition
in that form to those who pay for a printed copy. Hence
the confusion. But unfortunately we are back again to
no printing being possible (at the time of writing!).
Hopefully, normal service will be resumed before too
long. If you are one of those who have paid for your
hard copy, your subscription will be extended so that
you do actually get your 4 hard copies in the post
eventually.
Now that vaccinations are starting to be given out, there
is a glimmer of light at the end of this seemingly
endless tunnel in which we have all been for 12 months,
S. African variants notwithstanding!
I have decided I need something to look forward to and
have booked a couple of cycle tours abroad, but not
until late in the summer, by which time, things should
be more settled. I hope I’m not tempting fate.
Travel agents are saying bookings are going fast, but
they would say that wouldn’t they?
This edition includes descriptions of various tours that
have taken place in previous years. I hope these remind
you that there is such a thing as cycling and cycle
touring beyond the local area, and when it’s no longer
illegal to use cafes, bars and restaurants and overnight
accommodation!
I sincerely hope we can all get together again before the
spring and summer months are too far gone.
Dave Binks
Front Cover; John Catt’s colourful entry for the
“Pub sign” section of the recent Photo Competition
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From the Secretary
Neil Dixon
There has been very little activity for me to do
over the last 6 months since my last report, both
in terms of Secretary duties, and of course life in
general. A couple of “webinars” (seminars but
on the web!) from Tom Page (Volunteer Groups
Engagement Officer) of Cycling UK were
attended; One on the changes to the membership
structure back in August, and one on holding
virtual AGM’s recently. With that in mind, the
Committee decided at the latest meeting to hold
a virtual AGM on the evening of 17th May, at 7:30pm. The meeting will take
place via Zoom, and all members in Leicestershire and Rutland should receive
an invite, providing they have agreed to receive e-mails from Cycling UK. I
look forward to seeing many of you there.
Since there has been very few DA events in the last year, it has been decided
that there will be no Prize Presentation event this year. The Photography
Competition prizes for 2020 will be inscribed and presented at the 2022 Prize

Presentation, along with the 2021 winners.
See the Group website for the latest information

www.ctclr.org.uk

New Cycle Chat Administrators
After many years of faithful work, Aileen Andrews, our Administrator,
the person who organises the finance and distribution side of Cycle
Chat, has handed over to the willing hands of Pete & Lyn Gale.
They will be handling all subscriptions and finances as well as actually
posting your copies out to you (when we can!), as and from now.
Pete & Lyn’s details are : Phone 01530 271665
Address: 6 Bluebell Close,
Donisthorpe, Swadlincote, Derbys DE12 7RW
lyntian@hotmail.co.uk
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President’s Notes
Jim Gerrard writes
Having missed all the usual end of year
events here we are again still under the
effects and consequences of the
Coronavirus. With group riding at
present suspended, we can only hope the
current roll out of vaccines will improve
the situation and enable some sort of
normal activity and meetings with
friends. Hopefully to enjoy chats over coffee and cake and a pint at lunch
time as soon as possible.
In anticipation of some sort of normality I have already booked a summer
holiday with some of my family and provisionally booked a cycle
weekend in April which I had to cancel last year. The latter may be a bit
premature, but we can live in hope.
Hopefully more realistic will be our group break in Northumberland,
which trying to be on the safe side we have put back to September. With
a mixture of Lodges, guest rooms and caravan accommodation but all on
the same site it should be a great week.

Moreton in Marsh
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At the time of writing no notification of the Birthday Rides has been
received but should they happen, they will be in Moreton in Marsh at the
Fireman’s College facility as notified last year at the time of cancellation.
According to the news I gather most people will be looking for
“staycation” holidays this year with the travel restrictions and difficulties
at present. This must be good for the local tourist and hospitality
industries but does mean early booking is advised.
Although we have had some poor cycling weather so far this year, we
have also had some good days although a bit cold, but it is still January
(at time of writing). I have not been able to make the most of all of them
but have enjoyed a few when I have been able to get out for a solo ride.
With time on hand, I have been looking into purchasing an E bike (for
when I get older!). Of course, when you start looking the temptation is
there to press the button. This has happened and I am now the owner of a
brand new shiny electric assist road bike, which is now road ready, but
awaiting improvement to the present snowy conditions before I try it out.
I feel it is a bit early for me to get one but like to think the assistance to
get home after a days ride will be welcome. Let us hope we shall be able
to resume group day rides in the not too distance future. It has however
given me fresh interest and I look forward to getting out on it.
One of the events lost back in the autumn was the AGM. This is now
being rearranged for some time in the Spring. I am not sure what format
will be possible. No doubt Neil will keep us informed on this, possibly
via the www.ctclr.org.uk website.
Let’s hope that by the time of the next issue some sort of relaxed
restrictions have
been made and we
can again ride with
our groups and
friends.

The Old Market Place
in nearby Chipping
Norton
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Technical Topics
by Peter Witting
Kit Shortages and Brexit Price Hikes
Cycling Weekly, 21st January 2021, carried an excellent article “Covid &
Brexit”. While Covid-19 had resulted in shortages of imported components,
likely to run into 2022, Brexit had also been a bad deal for imported bikes and
kit! A 14% tariff is now payable on items where the price of non-EU or UK
sourced parts exceeds 45% of the ex-works price. Given that most bits come
from the far east, expect price increases from Europe of between 10% &
20%! And that’s even if you can get the parts! Spa Cycles in Harrogate have
had to build bikes with Tektro brakes in place of Shimano*. I have regularly
ordered parts online from Europe, often when our UK box-shifters
(importers) don’t stock the item I want. The new VAT rules require the EU
sellers to pay to register with our HMRC as VAT collectors, which few will
bother to do – shutting the door to individual UK buyers like me! Now, while
some local bike shops may welcome online sales being hit, they are only
going to benefit if they can supply the goods previously withheld by the
importers. I’m guessing Shimano distribute to the UK via a hub in the EU. If
they instead sent goods direct to us, it might save the 14% tariff increase; but
that’s their call, not ours! The situation is clearly a mess, and largely of our
own making.
Carradice Rear Light Fitting
The latest British-made Carradice saddle bags now have a slot on their rear
flap to fit a rear light. If you want to fit one of Cateye’s small but powerful
rear lights, such as their 150 lumen Rapid X3, first fit their C-2 clip into the
slot, then use their Spacer X to attach the light to the clip.
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“Gamex” jacket updated
Indispensable is a good definition of the original “Gamex” jacket. It was
bright yellow, windproof, breathable and fitted easily into a saddlebag or
back pocket. Aldi produced their version a few years back. It can be worn in
Summer on a chilly start, through Autumn or Spring, or even as the outer
layer in Winter. While the “Gamex” name has gone, Scottish brand Endura
have an updated version, which they call Pakajak II. Available in Hi-Viz
Yellow, or blue or black, it has under-arm vents and its own stuff-sac for
under £40.**
Adjusting Mavic Hub Bearings
Conventional bearings rely on a pair of
narrow spanners to engage on the flats on the
bearings on each side. Mavic’s Ksyrium Elite
UST (tubeless) front hub needed two very
specific tools: First was Mavic’s own-brand
tyre lever! It incorporates 4 plastic resin lugs
needed for adjusting the bearings on the hub.
The second tool needed was a size T27 Torx
tool to inset into the hollow of the spindle!
Mavic warn against over tightening; leave
loose then test when the QR is clamped tight.
* Spa can’t fit Shimano kit because stocks
have run out! The CW article says factory
production can’t be increased while the worldwide demand for new bikes and
reconditioned ones drained the remaining supplies! Some bike firms can’t
finish bikes to sell as there are no parts! Luckily Spa could get Tektro. I had
to supply them with Shimano gears I had bought earlier!
** Dave Binks adds : Decathlon sell a version of these and I have bought a few over the years and
been very pleased with them. They cost £30. Right up until sometime last
year, they always used to be the same fluorescent yellow material front and
back, so very visible and surprisingly warm. BUT the design has now
changed to a black, open mesh back, which is neither as visible, or warm. I
have said as much on their "Review" page, which to their credit, has been
posted, and has drawn "Helpful" comments from the viewers of the web page.
I told them that I would be looking elsewhere for my next one, so will try the
one Peter has mentioned.
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Meriden 2021
Peter Witting writes
The Cyclists’ War Memorial at Meriden was unveiled in
May 1921 to commemorate the cyclists who died in the
Great War. An annual memorial service has been held there
ever since – except last year, due to Covid-19 restrictions.
2021 was therefore to be celebrated as the centenary of the
memorial’s unveiling. At the time of writing (late January)
the situation is unclear for the service on Sunday 16th May.
One week earlier, the North Yorkshire CTC plan to hold their annual service at
Coxwold. Their final decision is planned for March 20th. I believe they managed a
socially-distanced Carol Service before Christmas, so could that be the way for
Meriden? I plan to visit on 16th May, whether the service takes place or not, just as
I did last year.

The Theme for the 2021 Photo Competition is

Last Year (2020) because of Covid, we ran this
competition on line instead of with hard prints at the
AGM. At the time of going to press for this edition of Cycle Chat no decision
has been made how to run the 2021 version.
However there is no reason why you can’t start now on getting your shots.
CATEGORIES :Class 1: Pictorial (Smith Trophy)
Class 2 Club Life - to include at least three cyclists (Alan Haywood Rosebowl)
Class 3: Humorous (Sue Greaves Shield)
Class 4: Novice (member who has not previously entered a photo)
Class 5: Junior (under 18 on 31st December 2021)
Class 6: Theme of the year: “Water”. (George Clownes Tray)
Last date for entries still to be decided, but it will be late in the year
(October/November) 2021
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60 Years of Hostelling
Peter Hopkins continues his reminisces…..
(Part 2): Bradford & Back Again
In 1966 I was still enjoying life in Loughborough, but felt that after six years in
Leicestershire I might be settling into a rut, so I took up a new teaching post at a school in
Bradford, and left that Summer. By then, I’d been hostelling every year for 15 years, as
described in Part 1 – sometimes with friends, sometimes leading groups of junior boys,
and sometimes alone. At my new school, which was again all boys, I set about organising
some YH touring, just as I had done during my six years in Loughborough. Yorkshire
also had the advantage of offering the cyclist a more challenging terrain than the
Midlands.
In Bradford I shared a flat with Colin Gordon, who taught at the same school and
was also a keen cyclist, so we led parties of boys on a couple of Easter tours into the
Yorkshire Dales and up to Hadrian’s Wall. These trips included rough stuff along
Mastiles Lane and climbs through the Trough of Bowland and up to the Tan Hill Inn. We
also took the boys over some of those passes I’d tackled more than a decade earlier while
on army leave, such as the Buttertubs, Fleet Moss and Killhope Moor (referred to in Pt 1).
Meanwhile, my life was about to undergo a permanent change, for in late 1967 I
met Margaret, a Bradford girl who had just switched to cycling from rock climbing, so she
was already an experienced hosteller.
At the time, Colin Gordon and I
were sharing not just a flat, but also an old
double-gents Claud Butler USWB tandem.
We’d bought it between us for only £15
and used it occasionally as a bit of a
novelty on club runs. With his agreement,
Margaret had a go on the back and, after a
few trial runs, found that she really liked
‘stoking’ a tandem. As a result, Colin
willingly let her buy his half!
So, early in 1968, Margaret and I
enjoyed our first YH weekend together on
what was now ‘our’ tandem. We spent a
(literally) freezing February night on the
YHA’s only floating hostel, moored on
Selby canal. Sabrina was a big iron grainbarge, and on the Sunday I awoke to see
the result of condensation from hostellers’
overnight breathing: rows of icicles
hanging like stalactites from the cold metal
beams just above our bunks!

Margaret keeps lookout on Sabrina
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In those days the guard’s van was still in use on British Railways, which meant
that tandems were allowed on trains – and it wasn’t even necessary to book. Later that
spring Margaret and I took the train to Glasgow and enjoyed a week’s hostelling in the
Highlands, followed in the summer by a fortnight’s tour of Ireland. Throughout our route
from Dublin down to County Cork and up the west coast to Galway, the Irish roads were
wonderfully quiet but always well maintained. At Baltimore the tandem was successfully
manhandled on to the small ferry to Ireland’s southernmost point, tiny Cape Clear Island,
eight miles off the coast of County Cork. It was on a warm evening stroll from the
island’s youth hostel that I successfully popped the question. So back on the mainland we
continued our tandem tour as an engaged couple. We married the following year and in
July1969 moved down to Loughborough, where I now had a senior post at the school
where I had first started nearly a decade earlier. So as far as school cycling was
concerned, I was going to pick up where I had left off!
April 1971 saw our only rail-assisted school YH tour. BR laid on an extra
guard’s van for our bikes when I took a school group down to Penzance for our Land’s
End-to-Loughborough tour. Margaret couldn’t join us, as her father was very unwell at
the time, but the party included a 12-year-old Chris Wreghitt, who had just started winning
his first cyclo-cross events.
Later that summer, Margaret and I enjoyed a wonderful, unplanned couple of
weeks meandering ‘on spec’. With no particular route in mind, we just drifted from hostel
to hostel, first heading into East Anglia, then southwards to cross the Thames at Tilbury,
down to the south coast at Arundel (where, 20 years earlier, the warden had checked
everyone’s sleeping bags on my night there!) We then headed westwards via Winchester
and Bath, north up the Welsh border and into Shropshire, finally returning home from our
last night at Dimmingsdale – one of the few hostels on that long tour which is still open.
In 1973 we joined Ken Pepper’s party,
which stayed at Belgian YHs on the way to
participate in that year’s AIT International Cycle
Rally at Chiny, where Ken was presented with the
AIT Gold Medal for his services to international
touring. Belgium has two YHAs, one for the
French-speaking part (Wallonia) and one for the
Flemish. We used both, and found they had
different rules!
The following year, 1974, our hostelling
included a spell at Nedging Tye for our first CTC
Birthday Rides, hosted by Suffolk DA at Ipswich.
The Rides were still fairly new then, so the numbers
attending were lower than in later years. There was
just a single run on most days, so we soon got to
know almost everybody there, which gave a pleasant
kind of ‘family’ feel to the week.
In marrying Margaret, I had of course
acquired a permanent and enthusiastic co-leader for
school tours – and, as I always took junior boys, she
1968 Tour Ireland
also doubled usefully as a temporary ‘mum’! (I
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1967 Mastiles Lane
never led tours for boys over 14, as I thought they could go off hostelling by themselves if
they wanted, as I had done at that age.)
However, Margaret’s pregnancy in Autumn 1974 put a temporary end to our
school tours, and New Year 1976 saw us spending our first nights in a YHA Family
Annexe at Castle Hedingham when Colin was six months old. These Annexes at certain
hostels were reserved for families with children under 5, and had the advantage of
remaining open all day. We also used others at Llangollen and Malton. Those were our
tandem-and-baby-trailer days, and it was from Llangollen that we managed what was
probably our major family-outfit achievement: slogging our ponderous monster up the
Horseshoe Pass!
Thereafter, as Colin grew older, much of our hostelling was a return to leading
school groups. For our own family cycling we usually preferred camping, but we did
sometimes combine the two, where it was permitted by the YHA, and we cycle-camped in
the grounds of hostels such as Blaxhall, Nedging Tye, Alpheton and Thurlby. The
advantage of YH camping was that you could pop inside the hostel to use its facilities for
cooking and washing – in fact for everything except sleeping (though camping purists
would probably regard this as cheating!)
We continued leading two school tours, in May and July, every year right up to the
end of the 1980s. Throughout that decade the YHA itself was still recognisable as the
Association I had first joined back in 1951. The main difference from those very early
days was that by the 1980s motorised hostellers had long been accepted (unthinkable in
the 1950s!) But, apart from that, not much had changed: bednights were still relatively
cheap, you could take your own sheet sleeping bag, and you were expected to “do a duty”.
Nowadays, of course, not only are bednights more expensive, but hostelling has
changed in what seems to be a determined modernising drive to be more liberal and avoid
an ‘institutional’ image. The YHA’s twelve official regulations, for example, once printed
in several languages, have all disappeared. One of their rules used to be a stern embargo
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on the bringing of alcohol on to YH premises. Nowadays many larger hostels are actually
licensed to sell you the stuff! And you won’t find a pile of tin bowls and single cold tap in
the men’s washroom! Hostels have showers and central heating – and you will eat off
customised, matching YHA crockery. They are run not by a Warden, but by a ‘Manager’,
and you are usually described as a ‘guest’ rather than a hosteller, just as your dormitory
has become a ‘bedroom’. ‘Duties’, once so much a part of the hostelling experience, seem
to have vanished (like the rules). I’ve heard that this is because of Health & Safety
regulations, so you certainly won’t be washing up, sweeping the floor or peeling potatoes!
And don’t worry, the current YHA website reassures us, you don’t have to bring or change
your own bedding. Heaven forbid that you should actually be expected to DO something
in a youth hostel!
I suspect that the YHA would also like to get rid of the word ‘hostel’ because of
its institutional connotation, but it’s difficult to find a suitable brief alternative. I seem to
remember once seeing one of the larger hostels referred to as a ‘Holiday Centre’ – surely
dropped as being far too clumsy to catch on!
Some traditional hostellers regret these changes, preferring the more spartan
20thC YHA, so it should in fairness be pointed out that the Association has for some years
been building up a range of bunkhouses and camping barns (‘stone tents’) for those who
prefer simpler – and cheaper – accommodation. These presumably go some way towards
satisfying the needs of those who yearn for the earlier tradition of “roughing it.” Such
places are, however, to be found only in the obvious tourist regions such as the Peak
District and Yorkshire Dales.
Sadly, the ubiquitous car has rendered most hostels outside the traditional holiday
areas uneconomical and therefore redundant. In the Midlands, long-gone YHs like Copt
Oak, Loddington, Lichfield, Wandon, Southwell, Elton, Grantham, Shining Cliff,
Bakewell, Greens Norton, Badby, Kings Cliffe and Whissendine were once ideal weekend
destinations just a bike ride (or, for ramblers, bus ride) away from some large city. I
recall the warden at Ivinghoe telling me long ago that hostels in his area, the Chilterns,
were gradually closing
because Londoners who
used to spend weekends
there had cars nowadays and
could use the M6 to reach
the Lake District on a Friday
afternoon.
And what of my own
hostelling after retiring in
1997? Unfortunately,
Margaret’s health had
started to decline, so we
took to renting cottages for
our cycling holidays. She
could no longer cope with
camping and hostelling after
1989, but she urged me to
1987 Loughborough Grammar School Tour
go off on the occasional

of Oxfordshire
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short trip. I did so a couple of times, but I’m afraid it’s many years since I did anything
which a CTC member would recognise as a proper YH ‘tour’ in the traditional sense of
moving on daily with your kit in a saddlebag. My last such trip was in October 2002,
when I took the train to Machynlleth and had a few pleasant days following NCR5,
staying ‘on spec’ at Llanbedr, Snowdon Ranger and Conwy YHs.
After Margaret’s unexpected and untimely death in 2003, Colin and I didn’t want
to spend our Christmases at home without her, so we booked the YHA ‘Christmas
Package’ for three successive years at Ambleside and a fourth at Patterdale. They offered
a cheerful festive atmosphere with Christmas fare, Santa for the kids and mulled wine on
tap – and we did some very enjoyable winter fell-walking. Then, on a winter walking
holiday early in 2006 I met Pauline, and we married in 2008.
Pauline and I saw in New Year 2008 at Hartington YH (which, by the way, sold
Real Ale and had a restaurant open to the public) – and later that year we spent seven
scattered nights in New Zealand hostels. But by now YH accommodation was very
different. With Colin I was able to book small rooms to ourselves (one 2-tier bunk and a
wash basin), whilst with Pauline we have sometimes even been able to secure an en-suite
double room – at the National Forest YH near Moira, for example. The huge ‘dorms’ of
the old days, with up to seven or eight 2-tier bunks, have become quite rare, and family
rooms, usually sleeping four, seem to have taken their place.
By 2011 it was 60 years since my first-ever YH night at Ilam Hall on 9th April 1951.
Luckily, Ilam was still open, so on 19th April 2011 I cycled the 33 miles from Stone and
spend a token night there to celebrate my YHA Diamond Jubilee. It cost me a great deal
more than the 4p I’d paid back in 1951 – even allowing for inflation and the fact that I was
no longer a ‘Juvenile’! And I had to use an electronic card to gain admission to my
‘bedroom’. But I have to admit that the food was very much better than the Spartan fare
of my youth!
And, viewed a decade on from 2021, it also turned out to be my last-ever YHA
bednight, so I finally ended where I had begun.
Peter Hopkins

From the archives - Loughborough Section run to Staunton Harold Hall in 1987.
Photo by Dave Binks
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The Isolated Glens of Scotland
Judy Dawson finishes her description from the last edition
of Cycle Chat
Day 10 - Loch Ness
We drove to Loch Ness to look at a rather wild forest
garden at Balchraggan and then walked up to look at what
we discovered was a local school project to build a replica
shieling and a replica of a whisky still. The whisky stills
were apparently built in a way that they could be
disassembled quickly when a lookout posted on the crags above Loch Ness
reported the impending arrival of the tax man. The area has great views of
Loch Ness and avoids the rather touristy feel below where the coaches
arrive full of people looking for the monster.
Day 11
Travel. We drove back to the Scottish Borders
staying overnight in order to break the journey
Day 12
Travel. Scottish Borders to Leicester.

NEW MEMBERS
Peter Witting reports:Regular readers will know that we welcome new members
and list them by their location. However, due to “Data
Protection Issues”(!) National Office are unable to supply any
info. for this edition. However we still welcome them to the Group and hope they
will join in our local activities.
By virtue of your CTC/Cycling UK Club Membership, there are no additional
fees or subscriptions to pay for riding with your local group, so why not go
along and try one of our group rides? Contact the ride organiser first so that
he/she can welcome you on the day. You won’t regret it.
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A Tour of Scotland
With a few Taxi, Train and Ferry Trips
By Judy Dawson
We planned the tour in February with a number of train journeys to add variety
and restful scenic joy. It was also a great way of moving north in stages avoiding
busy bits of road. Leicester to Inverness or Fort William on the train starts to get a
bit boring if you do it all in one go.
Day 1 Leicester to Rothesay on The Isle of Bute by taxi, train and ferry
We took a pre-booked taxi from home to Birmingham International and then a
train to Glasgow, had coffee, changed platforms, took another train to Wemyss
Bay and then a ferry to Rothesay. It is possible to take a train from Leicester to
Birmingham but at rush hour we decided that the hassle factor of trying to get two
loaded bikes onto the tiny trains that they use on the Leicester to Birmingham
train line just wasn’t worth it. The taxi firm were a bit bemused that anyone would
be going on holiday with two bikes but they loaded the bikes into the boot of a
small minibus with no problem. We have used the Virgin train route before from
Coventry, and, with no early start it gets us to our first night’s stop at a relaxed
pace in time for dinner in Rothesay. The ferry crossing from Wemyss Bay to
Rothesay is a lovely start to the holiday. Rothesay has a castle, some Victorian
toilets, lots of practical
shops and a choice of eating
places. Next time we must
stay on the Isle of Bute for
longer because it has some
delightful scenery. Mount
Stewart is apparently well
worth seeing as the jewel in
the crown of the National
Trust for Scotland. The
roads on the Isle of Bute are
quiet in a way that we
Wemyss Bay pier from Skelmorlie
didn’t find on Islay or Skye.
Day 2 Rothesay to Strachur by bike and ferry (34 miles, 1594ft ascent)
All tours have to be planned with not only bed and breakfast available, but also an
evening meal destination within walking distance and it was a challenge to find
anything in the right area that wasn’t too expensive, in or near Strachur. We were
keen to explore Glendaruel which is famous for its carved stones in the
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churchyard at Kilmoden. We left the Isle of Bute using the ferry at Colintraive
and headed north. The quiet B-road that runs parallel to the A886 is a lovely road,
clinging in places to the loch side. Cars are a rare phenomena but the tarmac isn’t
great. We soon joined the A886 and then branched off left into Glendaruel. The
road serves as the route for the long distance walking trail ‘The Cowal Way’. I
was glad we were cycling. It is a wonderful road with terrible tarmac but would be
a bit of a plod to walk. Halfway up the glen we came to The Watermill which is a
bed and breakfast stop on the Cowal Way where the owner has placed a self
service tea and coffee making facility and honesty box in an open outbuilding. If
the owner is home then excellent soup, toast and light snacks are available. A
short sharp shower told us it was an excellent point to stop. At the point the road
leaves Glendaruel the climb begins and it is a steady pull on the A886 and then a
long descent to Strachur on Loch Fyne. Strachur has a shop, petrol station, bed
and breakfast and a hotel that does food.
Day 3 .Strachur to Arrochar by bike then Arrochar and Tarbet station to
Fort William by train (22 miles, 1916ft ascent)
We wanted to explore bits of Scotland that we had not seen before but also wanted
to avoid a very long train journey on day one of the holiday so this was a way of
mixing cycling with some lovely train trips and having a restful afternoon looking
at the scenery. The train would get us further north and avoid some busy roads.
The train service isn’t frequent and we had to coordinate our riding with the train
timetable.
We rode from Strachur along the shore of Loch Fyne on the A815. There wasn’t a
lot of traffic but what was there was travelling very fast. The road has a good
surface. A fair bit of the traffic seems to be Lochs and Glens coach trips. We
avoided the traffic by turning off onto the B839. The map tells us it is called
Hell’s Glen. Neil did give me the choice of the main road or Hells Glen and I was
glad I picked Hell’s Glen. It was tough, steep, narrow but had some fantastic
scenery. Apart from
meeting one of the holiday
coaches on a particularly
steep narrow section and a
jammed chain it was
incident free. Eventually we
emerged at Rest and be
Thankful on the A83 with
only a descent down the
well graded main road to do
before lunch by Loch Long
Rest and be Thankful Pass
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at Arrochar. It is a short ride
Loch Sheil
from Arrochar to the train
Monument
station which is located
halfway between Arrochar
and Tarbet.
We took the train from here
to Fort William. It is a
wonderful train ride up the
side of Loch Lomond and
then over Rannoch Moor
and we were in Fort William
for tea time. Fort William is
full of people completing the
West Highland Way but there is plenty of choice of places to eat and we soon
found our bed and breakfast.
Day 4. Fort William to Mallaig by ferry and bike (44.5miles, 2257ft ascent).
A passenger ferry service runs from the town centre across Loch Linnhe to the
A861. We caught the 10am ferry. The ferry caters for cyclists and walkers and
straps what seemed like an endless number of bikes to the roof of the ferry. The
A861 carries no traffic, has an excellent road surface and avoids the busier A830.
It is a lovely ride with views of the steam train running along the opposite shore of
Loch Eil. Eventually we joined the A830 and headed for coffee at the Glenfinnan
Visitor Centre. There aren’t many cafe opportunities on the road and the
monument at the head of Loch Shiel and the viaduct are worth a look. Think
Harry Potter and you get the idea. We were expecting the road to be busy with
coaches doing “The Road to the Isles” but it was ok. The main road tries to cater
for cyclists in places with tarmac surface cycle lanes on one side of the
carriageway. These are useful on the tight uphill bends.. The road has been vastly
improved, some sections as late as 2009. Don’t miss the section of single track
road, the B8008, into Arisaig which follows the coast in a series of ups and
downs. There is a ferry service from here out to some of the Isles and an excellent
coffee shop at the harbour. There are wonderful views out to the Isles, white
sandy beaches and lots of camping opportunities. The road follows the railway
line but it isn’t flat. We arrived in Mallaig in time for an evening meal.
Day 5 . Mallaig to Glenelg via Skye (30 miles, 1877ft ascent).
The ferry service from Mallaig to Skye is a short crossing and it is full of tourists
from Spain, France and Germany. It seems as if everyone who comes to Scotland
wants to go over the sea to Skye. The A851 from Armadale to Broadford is a wide
highway these days and far removed from the single track road with passing
places that I remember. We waited for all the traffic to leave the ferry and then
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had a fairly easy ride north to Broadford thanks to a good tailwind. We stopped
off at the community shop and cafe (An Crùbh) at Isle Ormsay on the way
because it was raining. Don’t miss it, it has wonderful views. Broadford and
Breaknish are a sprawling line of crofts and after lunch in Broadford we headed
towards the ferry point at Kylerhea. The single track road that takes traffic from
the A851 isn’t a long ride but it has a serious climb and a serious descent, and
beware bad weather because the ferry doesn’t run if it’s very rough on the Sound
of Sleat. The ferry takes only 12 passengers and 6 vehicles. The vehicles are
balanced carefully on a turntable. It is a lovely crossing with the opportunity to
spot otters and sea eagles. The Sound of Sleat experiences very strong currents
and it is a work of art to bring the ferry safely to rest at Glenelg. We had booked
an Airbnb with a crofter in Glenelg for two nights. It is a short ride from the ferry
point into Glenelg village. On our host’s advice, we had booked a table in the
local hotel for evening meal well in advance, as otherwise it’s impossible to get
one.
Day 6. Rest Day in Glenelg
Glenelg is a lovely spot with an avenue of mature trees, 3 brochs, a community
cafe, community hall, pub, beaches and shop. There is a nice ride to Corran and
Arnisdale past Sandaig bay which is famous as the place that Gavin Maxwell
lived with his otters. You can play on the beach, watch the ferry go in and out,
visit the brochs, watch for sea eagles and otters, walk along the coast towards
Dornie or just chill in the pub or cafe.

Eilean Donan - Kyle of Lochalsh
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Day 7. Glenelg to Lochcarron via Kyle of Lochalsh by bike and train (33
miles, 2001ft ascent)
There are two ways in and out of Glenelg, one was the route we had taken into the
village on day 5, the other route climbs over Mam Ratagan and leads to Shiel
Bridge. The route follows the river east out of Glenelg, climbing on a well graded
single track road to the viewpoint with stunning views over Loch Duich. The
climb was ok but the descent was dreadful. It is very steep and the tarmac is full
of holes. It was a relief to meet the A87 and we headed west to coffee at . It is a
very pretty castle and every tourist on the west coast mills around having their
photograph taken beside a man in a kilt. Yuck. Last time I passed there was a bit
of a lay by. Now it’s a massive car park and the tills are ringing. The road follows
the shore of Loch Alsh and we were in Kyle of Lochalsh for lunch. With a
forecast of rain we decided to follow the minor road that hugs the coastline and
the railway line with the plan that we would get on the train to Strathcarron if the
rain came down heavily. The minor road is a delight to ride and we made it as far
as Duirnish before it started to rain. We had timed our departure from Kyle of
Lochalsh to fit in with the train timetable and I was pleased to let the train take the
strain. It is a short cycle from Strathcarron to Lochcarron and our bed and
breakfast. The Lochcarron Hotel does excellent food. Locals advised that the
A890 from Stromeferry to Strathcarron is dangerous because it widens and
narrows without warning and carries lots of traffic as a route north from the A87.
It also has three arrows.
To be continued

Dave Smith has been down Memory Lane and found this shot of
(L to R) Colin Bishop, David Ambrose, Dick Dunkley & David Smith
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BULGARIAN CYCLING
Dave Binks continues his CTC Tour of Bulgaria in 2019
Friday 12 July
Dospat to Ognyanova
Height at start 1256m, at finish 588m
Max ht 1376m, distance 40mls
Because I was on the rear of the hotel, I wasn't woken by the call to
Muslim prayers by the Imam from the minaret opposite, at 5.30am!
Breakfast was a fried egg on a cold plate plus tomatoes, cheese, cold meat
and bread and jam, which was adequate. The small black coffee, however,
was not adequate.
My rear tyre had gone down a bit overnight, so I pumped it up again,
hoping I wouldn't get a repeat of the lifting patch I had a few days ago.
Our route today was mostly downhill, but with enough ups to keep the low
gears from seizing up. After the first climb to the maximum height point of
1376m, we entered the Macedonian part of Bulgaria and the scenery
changed to a much more open one, much to my delight. One can only have
so many trees to look at before becoming bored. I was told it was my
imagination, but I think the people were more open to a smile and a wave
than the previous days. Away to the south was a high range of mountains,
and along the ridge was the border with Greece, although at that point the
only way to cross was through the woods.
The number of roadside water taps (cheshmi) increased, although they had
always been every
few miles. These
were located at the
roadside, with a
stone built backing
and perhaps some
words about when
they were installed,
or renovated. The
water constantly
flowed from, most
commonly, the three
outlets. We were
A cheshmi (drinking fountain)
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Tobacco leaves drying at the roadside

assured the water was safe to drink, and certainly it was refreshingly cool.
I hadn’t realised that the climate of Bulgaria was suitable for growing
tobacco, but the locals had, and we found ourselves passing roadside
shelters under which the leaves were being dried before being turned into
cancer sticks.
As we descended into Valkosel and lunch at the Bar Taki, I stopped for a
photo of the red roofs, and then spotted a very old motorcycle and sidecar
with a platform where we would expect to see the passenger seat. This was
obviously used to carry loads, not people. The family saw me looking and
came out with their 19yrs old daughter who spoke excellent English. The
motorbike was 50yrs old, a twin cylinder of, to me, unknown make, and
was used by her uncle. She was amazed to hear about our tour, and the ages
of the riders, and excitedly translated it for her family. By then, the others
were arriving and I waved cheerio and went for lunch. Upon entering the
restaurant, I was amazed to see a local guy wearing a Leicester City
Football Club shirt, and after a bit of pointing and gesticulating from me,
and a few puzzled looks from him, he realised what I was saying, that I live
in Leicester and City is my local club. A big grin and thumbs up from him
meant he had twigged.
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The large chicken leg and rice with fresh fruit went down well before we
carried on.
The day was only a short one, but that didn't stop my rear tyre going down
again, and I had to change the tube.
We were only about 6 miles from the destination at 2.30pm, so a shop was
raided for ice creams by most of us who then sat in the shade eating them.
Our presence had attracted the attention of the local kids and one of these
youngsters showed off his bike riding skills by riding to and fro in front of
us, so I applauded him with some cheers and handclaps which delighted
him! Perhaps we’ll see him as World Champion in 15yrs time?
Before I put my bike away on arrival at the hotel, I had to investigate the
creaking that had been coming from the bottom bracket area of my bike.
The only thing I could see was one of the crank clamp bolts was slightly
loose, so tightened it as much as I could.
The hotel complex at which we were to spend 3 nights, turned out to be
very posh thermal spa, with both indoor and outdoor pools, thermal baths
and saunas etc, none of which particularly interested me, but I would
probably try at some point.
Dinner was a little bit different to the normal haphazard chaotic affair.
When we sat down, there were two large salad platters already on the table.
When these had been eaten, we were told to each order a dish from the
menu which was fortunately in English as well as Bulgarian.

Seeking shade before the final few miles
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Surprisingly, these arrived
fairly quickly. Some were
satisfied with the taste and
quantity, others were not.
Some were offered around,
some were eaten by the one
who had ordered it. This
was repeated until all had
eaten their fill and left for
their rooms.
Saturday 13 July
Nominally a rest day, but I chose to go out.
32mls, start and finish height 588m,max height 594m, total ascent 557m
After a leisurely, late breakfast, Sue Taylor (who used to organise CTC
tours in her younger days and is still a strong rider) and I met to go for a
short ride rather than mooch around all day in the Hotel. The tour leader
suggested a 42mls route as he had been here before. This took us out along
some of the roads we had come in on yesterday until we turned off towards
the Monastery at Hadzhimovo. The town above which it sits was pretty
poor and run down, with ponies and donkeys doing duty as tugs for small
trailers loaded with agricultural produce and other items.
The steep climb to the Monastery dedicated to the dragon slayer St. George
was worth the short effort because the interior was very pleasant. The old
nun dressed in black watering the flowers took little notice of us as we
clattered past in our cycling shoes wondering which part we should look at
first. The layout was basically a large courtyard with lots of flowers and a
central placed rotunda built around a massive tree and with seats all round.
A lovely place to sit in the shade on this hot sunny day. The small church
was heavily decorated with painted scenes on the large panels set into a
wooden wall at the rear. We were puzzled why these looked so good until
we realised they were modern copies of the original but much smaller
versions protected in glazed frames. The very modern looking
accommodation for the inhabitants wasn't open to us, so we stood and
watched a group of children making clay pots in the company of a teacher
who then "threw" her own pot on an electric potter's wheel and quickly
produced a pot from a lump of clay in no time.
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From there we set off along a very quiet road towards our objective,
Beslen, a village near the Greek border. All was well until we passed a
small hut, when two policemen suddenly appeared, waving a red "Stop"
paddle. It seems to get near the border, special passes are required, and
despite our saying we were just out for a cycle ride, we weren't going to get
any further. He was pleasant, but firm. No passes, so no pass!
So, back the way we came, but Sue spotted the sign for a secondary
objective, the Hadzhimovo Fortress, so we turned into this even quieter
lane. The "Fortress" was no such thing, it was a small church with a locked
door to keep out nosy visitors. The nearby building looked like it was used
as an occasional refreshment venue, but, like the church, was shut. But it
was time for a snack, so the table and bench under the sloping roof were
used as a suitable rest point. It was
whilst seated I spotted a small snout
peering at us from a knot hole in the
underside of the canopy. The small
rodent type creature never fully
emerged, but I did get a photo of its
head, eyes and ears. This was later
identified (we think) as a Roaches
Mouse Tailed Dormouse, an animal
that was thought to be extinct until
about 15 years ago!
Despite our encouragement with
some biscuit crumbs, it stayed well
inside its little hole, so on we went.
No sooner had we wheeled away than
I spotted a wild tortoise crossing the
road! Never having seen one in the
wild before I stopped, and gently
moved it out of harm's way.
I needed an ice cream and Sue treated me as we returned to the hotel.
Yesterday I had spotted an effigy of Professor Einstein on the balcony of
the “Einstein Hotel” and pointed it out to Sue.
The evening meal was the usual chaotic affair, with people choosing their
meal, then others eating some of it before it reached the one who had
ordered it! But by the end of the evening, we had eaten enough.
To be continued
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Photographic Competition 2020
The entries were judged by Patrick Crowhurst, a keen amateur
photographer. The 5 pictures here are the Category Winners. The other
entries can be viewed on
http://www.ctc.leic.org.uk//Photo_comp.php
The prizes will be awarded at a date when Covid restrictions allow.

Pictorial; John Catt
Novice; Neil Dixon
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Clublife; Dave Binks

Humour; Alan Dossett.
(See back cover)
Village & Pub Signs;
Skip Evans
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Advertisement

Ideal Holiday Home for cyclists
Situated in the sunny south west of France
The house has 2 lounges, a large kitchen, 4 bedrooms & a bathroom.
In addition to the large garage, the former bakery & shop, there is a
secluded courtyard with barbecue & outside furniture.
It is in the village of Argeliers with restaurants & local shops. There is a
newly opened supermarket on the edge of the village. The village is
surrounded by vineyards, the products of which may be bought at the
local Cave Co-operative.
To the north of the village are quiet roads leading up to the Montagne
Noire. For off road cycling there is the towpath of the Canal du Midi
(165 miles long), tracks through the vineyards & into the hills.
Nearby historic towns include Narbonne (13miles), Beziers (17m) &
Carcassonne (31m), apart from historic sites they have large
supermarkets & other useful shops such as Decathlon. The nearest
Mediterranean beach is 22 miles away.
For more information call Chris on 0116-230-3274, 07982-021559 or
access the web site in Google enter ‘La Vieille Boulangerie Argeliers’
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It’s what keeps us cycling – FOOD
By our Culinary adviser - Jeffrey R. Eaves
Over the last two or three months several cyclists have been in contact and
commented on meals when out cycling, such as Christopher who wrote of visiting
Hungary for a cycling tour and finding the food monotonous and incapable of filling
a cyclists’ tummy - not only that it seemed to be based on cabbage flavoured soup.
Well, this gave me an idea of seeing just what I might commit to paper on the
subject, (and whilst mentioning ‘soup’ reminded me of my stay a few years ago in
China, where this dish was served at most main meals, and after trying it a few times
at different establishments, put me right off their version, which to my mind
suggested lightly flavoured water! If you look at the winter edition 2020 of ‘Cycle
Chat,’ there is even in there a mention of someone having food problems in Bulgaria!
So, where to start? Perhaps some personal experiences might suffice, after all we
all have to eat to live, or more importantly to cycle. I have a tradition of on cycling
days, (especially), starting off with a breakfast of good old fashioned Scottish
Porridge, then a slice of cold meat (cheese on Fridays) and sufficient bread
-sometimes toast, plus butter and at least two mugs of tea. A few miles later and
there is a stop for a flask (or big mug) of coffee, perhaps with a biscuit or two. A
few more miles, then an hour’s break before seeing off a decent sandwich, some
fruit or yogurt and more fluids. By late afternoon its time to stop to replenish the
fluids again, preferably with more tea, and hopefully I can then see out the day’s
mileage before home and yet more tea, and later a decent cooked full meal, possibly
with a beer/wine/etc.
Porridge oats have always been a fundamental easy wholesome carbohydrate. When
lightweight camping, these were usually more of the milled/ ground variety to cut
down on bulk or weight for carrying, BUT, I can recall one hard day’s cycling where
I had been following a frustratingly bad route specially “designed for cyclists” by
a local tourist board, (at one place it had STEPS down into a river cutting, then back
out. At several other places I had tours of local industrial parks, and so on), and I
was so late and tired when I got to my night’s youth hostel, that all I had the energy
for, was something filling, easy and quick - a half packet of unwanted full fruit
muesli from the “help yourself” shelf, and it went
down like long lost gold dust. The decent food I
had brought with me I kept for the next day.
Tea also has memories, such as when I was a lot
younger, it became a MUST, to find some
isolated farm/cottage in the middle of nowhere,
that had a rudimentary sign on the gate which
simply read “Teas”. In those days the “Lady of
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the house” used to generate a little extra income, by inviting
passersby to stop and ENJOY a pot of fresh homebrew
in her best sitting room/garden (if hot and sunny), and
occasionally a piece of home-made cake, and this was, to
me, literally “food for the Gods.” There was also an
occasion when taking my young daughter out for an
afternoon cycling with the Club, when we all stopped at a CTC
appointed café before dispersing home in different directions.
We ordered the ubiquitous “big pot of tea for all”, and as I was about to say “coffee
for my daughter” who thought tea was poisonous and wouldn’t drink it at home.
But “No”, Johanna wanted to be the same as everyone else, after all we are a club,
and from then on tea became her regular drink! Nowadays I usually take a couple
of flasks of boiling water with me and brew either coffee or instant tea, as/when I
need it. As my daughter learned, it’s what provides the oil to keep knee joints
functioning.
And so to actual food. An oft told tale of my late cycling club is of a young school
lad who was a passionate cycle-tourist, who on his first weekend away with the
club, and crossing the Welsh border, hadn’t realised it was a self-catering tour.
Anyway we managed to feed him in the evening, but at breakfast he politely refused
a bacon sandwich, and instead produced a whole jam Swiss-Roll cake, which
together with some offered tea, constituted his breakfast. No one had realised that
such a delicacy provided so much energy as to propel a young schoolboy some
thirty or so miles to a (café) lunch stop, and a proper meal! Shades there of my
daughter’s experience mentioned above.
Much later, I journeyed to Cornwall, to ride the Land’s End to John o’Groats, and
thought “Whilst I am here, I will take a look around Cornwall” which I had never
set wheel in. Devon, yes, several times, but not Cornwall. I met the tour leader and
asked if prior to meeting the others I could do a few miles on the bike. So I arrived
just as they sat down for the starting dinner. There was a choice, and I ordered a
fruit juice instead of soup, then the menu - meat dish and
sweet. One of my companions asked whether I might
have been better ordering the soup as it had more
calories/carbohydrates, always a cyclist’s need, and
without thinking I blurted out that I considered the juice
preferable as it re-hydrated me better, and got rid of the
dry mouth feeling quicker. From then on many of the
party became like minded addicts. By way of a
digression, on that holiday/tour, one of our rest nights
was at a very expensive silver service hotel as they were
the only place with a sufficient number of beds for us.
Our bikes were in luxury too, as they were stabled in the
well of a carved oak Jacobean cantilevered staircase. On
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arrival, twenty or so sweaty, tired, cyclists were invited for sherry, prior to going
to our rooms, but later we had to forgo a starting fruit juice as they could only offer
fresh citrus fruits or ice chilled grapefruit and raspberry consommé (or soup?) prior
to the aforesaid silver service steak evening meal!
Other touring highlights of a food nature, include being in Southern Ireland, and
that day’s sweet being something called ‘Glendalough Pudding’. Always the
adventurer, and an “eat like the Romans did”, sort of person I ordered some, to find
that it was definitely cyclist food, and consisted of a cross between Manchester Tart
and Eve’s Pudding, made with either apricots or peaches, I cannot now remember
which, BUT it was smashing!
On another occasion I was leading a “One hundred miles to celebrate the one
hundredth birthday of the CTC.” ride and (nasty) me took them a very hilly route
across the Welsh Marshes and part of the Wye Valley. All took their own
sandwiches etc, so as not to have long delays for mealstops, but instantly, lost any
signs of tiredness when at the so-called tea stop, I produced and shared an iced
marzipan topped fruit cake, spirited from my saddlebag; not so much “The army
marches on its stomach”, as “Cyclists finding thirty more pedaling miles in a slice
of cake”, perhaps?
There are lots more food anecdotes I could relate, but just to keep you smiling could
I relate just one more? The South Worcester Riding Section, used to have half-day
family rides in the summer. We never went far as often there might be primary
school children out on their first tiny-tots bikes, anyway on this particular ride I had
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taken one of my daughters sitting in a seat on the back of my tourer. We had dropped
off all the other participants and we two were on the last five miles of our journey
home, when the cyclists’ chief enemy struck – The Bonk. For those unused to the
name, this is the extremely disabling condition where suddenly for some reason
there is just NOTHING left to enable a cyclist to turn the pedals. Panic was
beginning to set in; I had a very young daughter sitting
behind me. How were we going to get home? I couldn’t
phone home as we didn’t have a car my wife could come
out in to rescue us? Then I just happened to spot that my
daughter was eating the last few of her sweets. Somehow
I managed to persuade her to give them up to me, so now
I can boast that one “Love heart” provides a cyclist with
sufficient energy to cycle one mile, and we got safely home.
Eighty plus me now cycles wisely, and after years of gorgeous cycling now almost
always has a ‘food’ notion in the back of my mind. Lifelong habits have formed,
such as always starting a day with a bowl of Scotch porridge oats; always making
sure I have just a bit more fluid (often plain water) than I might need; (once a stop
for a desperate pint of beer meant me missing the last train back home that evening);
always carrying (originally a Mars Bar), a fast food bar such as those produced by
Nature’s Valley/Jordans, or if touring, a pack of Scottish Oatcakes; and making
good of any interesting foods found en-route, and avoiding such things as filling
my cycle bottle with fizzy pop – it builds up pressure and blows the top off together
with most of the contents, or as once, fruit juice purchased fresh off the milkman,
which was far too acidic for cycling and gave me indigestion for eighty miles.
By way of a free gift, here follows my own recipe for Irish Brack, (some call it
Cyclists’ Cake),- always a useful thing to have slice of in your pack:
Make a pot of tea then take 15 fl.oz. and soak the following in it overnight,
7oz brown sugar (the darker makes a better flavour),
12oz dried fruit.
10oz self raising flour,
Separately beat one egg into the flour then beat in the cold tea mixture. Pour
this into a lined tin (loaf tin is best), and cook for about 1½ hours at 180C°
checking for when cooked but slightly moist.
Slice thickly, spread with butter and eat. [Can be frozen for later ride(s)].
PS. A certain Stephen, known to many, has a good recipe for Polish Ginger Cake,
as an alternative!
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Cafe News
With the ongoing Covid situation the opening
hours of Cafes and Pubs is very fluid, so if
you are planning to go somewhere in
particular, check first, or take your own
emergency rations and accept the situation when you
are there. Shops selling sandwiches and Greggs etc
plus takeaway businesses, are still able to sell food
for consumption off their premises, but all proprietors
have to comply with Government guidelines and can
be fined heavily if they do not comply, so will apply
the rules as they see fit.
It’s just a grub stop to you, but to them, it’s their
livelihood!
Please accept the situation or make other plans.

WANTED - Your Photos
As I hope you have noticed, more photos are appearing in Cycle
Chat but we constantly need more. The advent of digital
photography has made taking, manipulating, distributing and
reproducing the images easy these days, so there is no excuse
for not giving your work a wider audience.
If you have some cycling related shots (not views) that would be suitable for
publication and you would like to share, email them to davebinks@ntlworld.com
Images must be in .jpg format (every digital camera does that automatically) and
I must have both the name of the photographer and his/her permission to use it.
I am particularly keen to see work that has been shot in vertical format because
then it can be used on the front cover!
To keep costs down, only shots printed on the outer covers are in colour, but I
can convert any others to black & white.
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CLUB RUNS LISTS
Unfortunately, due to the ongoing Covid 19
“Lockdown” and self isolation guidance, the
local groups have cancelled all regular Group
Rides until further notice although some have
tentatively made some plans - see next pages.
You will have to be guided by HM Gov’s
announcements as to what you may do, and when, although there is some
slight easing of restrictions. At the date of going to press we are restricted
to groups of no more than 2, and thus the Groups cannot endorse
unrestricted Group Rides.

We need YOUR contribution
Cycle Chat is written and edited by volunteers, not paid correspondents. Your
75p per copy hardly even covers the cost of printing and posting, it certainly
doesn’t leave enough to pay anyone.
Without sufficient input from our members and readers (you), Cycle Chat will
just fade away. Don’t just leave it to others all the time.
We need items from you, yes YOU!
Anything with a loose connection to cycling is welcome. Your best/worst ride;
your best/worst route/cycling holiday; your favourite or worst bit of kit; a
recipe that would be particularly appealing to other cyclists; tips; things to
avoid; photos with a cycling content (not just views); reminiscences of bygone
days; letters of praise, or complaint; requests for info; etc, etc; or anything else
that springs to mind.
Don’t worry about your spelling or grammar; that is easily corrected by the
editor who will also do the layout and make it look really good on the printed
page.
With most having access to a computer, writing a story is easy, you don’t have
to do it all in one go. A good technique is to write down the bare bones, then go
back and gradually fill in the details over the space of a week or two, thus
letting your subconscious work away in the background.
Yes, we ARE interested in what you have to say.
Please send whatever you have to the Editor.:- davebinks@ntlworld.com
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One from the archives. John Catt has been searching through some of the old
press cuttings and has sent the above. Ken is the one seated.

Leicester Easy Riders
Because of the ongoing uncertainty re Covid 19,
No runs planned for next 3 months.
Contact Dave Smith 0116 241 7908 for further details

The deadline for the Summer 2021 issue of
Cycle Chat is 1st May 2021
That edition will cover June, July & August 2021
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Charnwood Runs List
These are subject to Covid 19 Restrictions, so check first before travelling

Leicestershire & Rutland CTC Events 2021
The AGM is Provisionally set as a “Zoom” meeting online in the
evening of Monday 17 May. Confirmation will be posted on the
website and, hopefully, emails to all members in the Leicestershire &
Rutland area.
For any further information contact Neil Dixon
email - secretary@ctclr.org.uk or tel 07889854459.
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"It’s only a twig”
Alan Dossett’s winning picture in the “Humour” section of the
recent Photo Competition
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